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Stargate Roundtable Call
INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE

I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”
Thursday: 9 pm – 12:00 pm EST

Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday: From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the
Conference Call Line [PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US
B Conference Call

1-209-647-1600

C Skype
D

1 – 888-429-5471 - picks up whichever line is available.
Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above
• To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com; scroll down the column on the left hand side and click on “Live Radio
Shows”
• The next page which comes up lists the programs alphabetically under the picture of the
presenter. Find MariettaRobert's picture: Stargate Roundtable with Marietta Pickett and RIGHT click on
“Library Archives”.
• When that screen comes up, LEFT click on the date you want. It opens in a new tab – you'll see
the "free to listen box"; inside it is the tab that allows you to play the podcast.

• The 2013 Round Table website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/
See the “Archives” tab for written notes.
• Listen-in live 24/7 via conference phone dial 716-748-0144
II

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays:

9 – 10:30 EST

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST

C Wednesdays: 7:00 – 9:00 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only: 1 – 605-475-5950

PIN 9467441#

Ashtar on the Road
Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar, Sekhmet & others

www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 695-562-3140; PIN 163731#
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1–712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712-432-0990 PIN 666238#

Host:

Marietta Robert

Meditation:

Angelsu

Using the Angel Cards, Angelsu looks at the coming week: a reading for individuals & the group
1st card – the meditation tonight to Sun night: White Light “tthe purest white light I have ever seen
now shines before me”: this is anchored in for the next few days
2nd card – Monday through next Thursday: a mountain pass, a level zone – golden sun rising up from
the mountains: the Card of Dawn – “I am aware of the changes on the planet. “

3rd card - the special blessing, the gift: beautiful eye – gold eyelashes – the Card of Vision: “I see
I have a vision of a new world; I see clearly what is my role to play in its creation.”
Because of the white light, we are anchoring even deeper than before.
To contact Angelsu for an angel card reading, use angelsu@bellsouth.net

Mayan Calendar:

Rainbird

• Go to Space2plaza.com – to locate specific days & lots more information: on the home page,
you can find out what your Mayan birthday is
• The link to www.lawoftime.org – more info on the calendar & how the 28 day/moon cycles work.

Starting a new wave of Chicchan, the snake energy. Lots of transformation in this wave –
into a period of 10 seasonal / portal days.

going

31st Thurs – 11 IK – IK is the wind – communicate, breath, spirit – I dissolve in order to
communicate. 11 is guidance power: the wind. Liberation energy
1st Ap Friday – 12 AKBAL – 12 has lots of energy – the crystal tone. Akbal is the night – we
claim our abundance – artistic energy.
2nd Saturday – 13 KAN – seasonal / multi dimensional day – 13 is transformation – moving into
next wave.
3rd Sun – 1 CHICCHAN – 1st day of the new wave: we stay in balance with our energies – it's a
warrior aspect, remaining open to change. Let go of certain fears
4th Mon – 2 CIMI – first portal day. Cimi is a warrior aspect – about forgiveness, moving into a
state of grace. 2 is polarity
5th Tues – 3 MANIK – 2nd portal day; 3 is activating, electric; Manik is deer energy – healing
6th Wed – 4 LAMAT – 3rd portal day - stargate; another portal day;
7th Thurs – 5 MULUC – 4th portal day: new moon on this day, and Muluc is the moon!
Moon is an artist aspect in Mayan system
Introductory Items
1. NEW NUMBER FOR PEOPLE TO CALL IN AND LISTEN TO THE CALL ON BBS:

1- 605-475-1600

The advanced technology of the APP allows people with smart phones to JUST PUNCH #2 TO REACH
station 2. Can call in and talk to a host. Can also listen to either station and get access to the
archives, as well.

2. To listen to the entire program: Please use the following audio link

http://bbsradio.com/podcast/stargate-round-table-march-31-2016

3. Judy Beebe – guest next week –
she has created a website JUST FOR STARGATE
listeners!!!!
If people go to the website before and look at it, allows her to present more info!
www.judybeebe.com/stargate
3. Premier showing on TV – Sunday, April 4 at 9pm EST; National Geographic network The Story of God
• narrated by Morgan Freeman. MR's grandson has been involved with the filming
• The idea of god as per various cultures

HARD NEWS
R: Talked to Bernie – going all the way to the White House!
• He is bringing everything back to what FDR talked about • R tried to get him to talk about Nesara: would not
• When he talks about going all the way to the White House, means a woman: Michelle!
T: people in CA who were registered as Democrats are no longer registered! If they are not
registered by May 3, cannot vote in primary
Jeremy Scahill – calling out the republicans on the insanity being discussed: all goes back to 9/11
T: Bernie says this goes all the way back to JFK, Sr – who will be back!
• An article sent to them from last year – Gordon Duff [needs 3 grains of salt] – talks about Putin

laying it out by 9/11: could happen in the midst of all this chaos
• no Iran, North Korea or Russia at the nuclear weapons meeting today
T: Chris Matthews interviewed Trump who said woman needed to be punished for abortions
Then he retracted this and said the doctor should be the one getting punished!
• Trump in that interview also said he would not take nuclear weapons off the table
KOS: since Trump said that, Putin put a $300 million price on Trump's head because
what Trump said leads to the idea that he'd drop it on Russia! And he can't wait!
R talks of this being a tense time on the planet, and all the distractions around: 30 cops all
around Santa Fe – unusual to see so many cops on the street: this has to do with what
happened in Paris, Brussels, the distractions of the Black Ops
• Hillary has secret hit squads out there; they just kill for her all over the world; has
been going on for decades: has to do with her murdering Vince Foster & this is being
brought up and they attempt to cover it up; What about the Clinton Foundation, the
Children's Defence Fund – they go back to Lee Wanta and the Chris Story Reports
• There's a documentary supposed to be coming out in the summer called “Eagle One to Wanta”
• Lee Wanta is being praised for being a good guy – AND he was not! Lee Wanta

was known as the $31.2 Trillion dollar man for the private fund he accumulated
while being protected by Bush Sr. and Bush Sr's junk yard dog
• there is an explanation of who the puppet masters are in the article & how money went straight
into Hillary's pocket and not to the Children's Defence Fund – this is being brought up and the news
people are just covering it up saying that it's just an attack against Hillary
2014-09-17 PuppetGate
[SEE BELOW]

• The news people are trying to cover this up, and it is still being discussed.
• Read a couple of months ago what the true light was: espionage, racketeering, fraud, money
laundering, and taking huge sums of money were taken from oil industries, biomedical
military industrial congressional complex; defence contractors like DARPA; Rafeon;GE; the
prison landlords – they are giving Hillary campaign contributions in the millions

KOS: if you want another war, vote Hillary; if you want peace, vote Bernie
• The DC Madam Palfrey is in the news: will take a lot of people in Congress down – and they
name almost everyone whose names we are familiar with from all we've heard on these
calls: Cheney, Bill Clinton, McConnell, Paul Ryan, Trump, Boehner, Kissenger, Hillary, etc
• This also brings in the story of Victor Bout – Russian wanted him extradicted back to
Russia, as he was a major arms dealer captured by the US – also sold nuclear
secrets
• All the stories since 9/11 are total shams – has to do with an even deeper story goes back to the Nazi anti-gravity machines brought in with the OSS,
Sam Seder – The Majority Report
• voting has been rigged since 1949 and has been run from Israel by the Mossaud
• Joseph Kennedy was responsible for starting WW 2 and some of his buddies
• John Kennedy Sr – knew what his father was doing so he set out to do certain things
• was going to expose shut down the Fed
• was going to create a new currency
• was going to close down the CIA & announce the presence of the galactics
• Ruth Montgomery was one of the astrological advisors and told them what was

being planned, so he was cloned; he is on the ships now and will return

• Every day, more and more storied coming out about galactics walking the West Wing
• Report on Rama's upcoming surgery
• Leave Sunday, April 10th; return the following Sunday
• Monday, Ap 11 – full physical; Tuesday Ap 12 – surgery
• found out that a lot of things [tumeric, flax seed oil, hemp seed oil and other things] are

blood thinners so he is off them for 2 weeks

• they are counting on help from the rest of us: R is grateful and amazed by what is

happening, yet still need more help – just hanging by a thread!

When the markets went to ZERO: Feb 6, 2013 – on Bloomberg news/TV:
• this station reports all finanical news – on that day, every single market in the entire
world went to zero – the entire global economy went belly up! Was on TV all day long
• there has been no money – all they do is make bets in the futures markets call the
hedge funds: placing bets on the children who have not been born – well past 7 lifetimes –
have been rolling debt down and down to the future of our chilcren's children's children and
putting the cash money in their pockets
• Hillary is in the debt of the British crown since she was found to have murdered Vince Foster:
• the OJ Simpson case was the cover/distraction: she should have put away for life as she
got caught – There is a CD of this
• This is why the British crown wants her to be president. She is behind the dongs, dinars,
etc to take people away from NESARA, and trashing Bernie every chance she gets.
They have always been running on the idea of reducing the world population to 2% and
bringing in their dragon friends.
Putin: Russia is ready to show proof that 9/11 is an inside job – Bernie, KOS, Jeremy Scahill are
all saying that he is now ready to do it
MR: what do you mean by Now?
R: As Trump is saying what he says & trumping the news, and saner heads are saying that Putin
will come forth, lay out the evidence, and say the the US did the 9/11 and blamed it on
Afghanistan – it was never Afghanistan, Iran, Kaddafi
• The Kabal bank went belly up – said the money is in the US & how did that happen?

• What is meant by “now”: what R has been told by KOS, Larry, Curly, Mo and Tom the Cat –

also talked with the Poppy Lady's daughter – they are all saying
• Donald Trump's true birth certificate is out on the internet from South Africa: he is
illegitimate, born of a Dutch royal – no father listed – not eligible to be Pres
• these things are about NOW – they are not put out until it is time! NOW means NOW
• We are in an unbelievable disclosure window and they are never given a date!
• in the midst of this chaos, and Putin comes forward with solid evidence: could be
delivered via Julian Assange, Edward Snowden or Putin himself – he has taken the mike
before! On RT.com
T: doesn't know how much further this can go as it so criminal! Bernie is not talking like this, and
the evidence coming out, and desperate cover-ups all over the place . . .
CL: reads a channeling from AA Gabriel
IT WILL NOT BE DISCLOSURE AS LIGHTWORKERS WOULD HOPE FOR

[SEE BELOW]

T: the article says it all! Mother Earth takes priority or none of us can succeed, and Earth not
making her Ascension is not happening
• And the article from Faction 2 is very interesting too – they don't like Obama or his
family at all, yet what they are saying is true.
Guest: Jacqueline Smith [JS]- thanks to Frank Chile for introducing her to MR/Stargate
She is a hybred so this will be the subject and how she became aware of who she is
Background: through childhood, much time spent on ships at night: went to night school –
learning philosophy; telepathy, clairaudience, clairvoyant. When her mother was pregnant,
she was taken on ships – tall white Zetas injected a cocktail mix of DNA into the womb;
• JS was genetically enhanced: has 7 different races' frequencies and DNA of humans too
• During childhood, she was being prepared for her earth mission.
• She's been an animal communicator for over 36 years; certified hypnotherapist to help
experiencers understand what has happened to them with the star beings – teaches
classes and workshops to help people expand their understanding of who they are as
cosmic citizens. This is how she got started with all this.
MR: as a child, what was it like with this kind of understanding – a nomal childhood?
JS: no, not like most kids – she was on the ships at night, learning from her tall White family and
from other races ; always thought that humans were a bit strange in appearance!
• Even though she is in human form today – she was considered different, never fit in
anywhere, the odd one in the family - she still thinks about that. Still the odd one in the
family – her mother's memories about this have been blocked.
• Grew up with kids whose main interests were shoes, sports, etc – she's thinking more
about how the universe began, and I wonder how many starbeings are in the universe,
and such subjects.
MR: siblings, father? How did family members relate?
JS: parents on both sides are of star lineage, though not aware of it; she was told by the star
beings that it was an ancestral lineage; she has 2 brothers who are not aware of any of this
– JS was the one chosen to be genetically enhanced; brothers have normal lives –
parents gone. After they passed over, they both visited her and filled in their
backgrounds and lineage and races they were assocaited with - A great gift!
MR: Married? Children?
JS: No children on this plane. She was married many years ago – he was not attuned to this way
of life. She interacts with star beings every day of her life & strange things happen around
the house all the time!
• has over 40 hybrid children – she did not carry them to term, as there is a way of taking

theDNA and creating the children on the ships rather than implanting the fetus back in the
body or altering the fetus, though she did have a couple of those experiences – and she did
know when they took the fetus from her.
MR: has heard of people having children but not carrying them the full gestation time
JS: She was about 15 when they started preparing her for this: different star cultures have
different star programs. From a soul level, she consented to this - at 15, she was beginning
to be prepared – all through college and after that, too – her 40 hybred children she can
communicate anytime she wants to – they share their different missions & what they
were created for: some on ships, some at other work. They are here to connect and
help humanity to evolve to higher frequencies and to expand consciousness and
awareness.
MR: what is the star beings understanding of god?
JS: she has a number of councils she works with – asked them to gather together and answer this
question
• In simple terms they told her: we are all One; everything that exists is a single
interconnected whole – there is no such thing as worshipping a god – even though we are
more highly evolved does not mean we know everything – so our common connection is
the common core is we are all One - truth can never be boxed in and they didn't even
want to try; One is just the word they are using – and the One is Everything.
• It's a concept she's been seeking for a long, long time: the Creator is everywhere and we

are all expressions of the creator or Source.
MR: tells her that the show begins with We are all One; when one is harmed, all are harmed.
JS: appreciates that!
888-429-5471 is the call in number

CL: question is related to a program with Corey Goode and Tyrell: both of them have had their
blood type tested: they are Nephilim and that's part Annunaki with lots of oxygen in them
– they have 2100 parts of Oxygen – is JS that or similar?
JS: not familiar with the tests they have taken. She has not had her blood tested, and told by a
few ones who work in this area that anomolies typically show up in the blood- and we are
all different and come from different races. That could also play a role in terms of what
would show up in the blood.
• She was also told that in some ways the tests we have on earth are not sophisticated enough to
show what the different components would be of a hybred. She's never had her blood tested. Has
chosen not to go in that direction.

MR: why raise questions if something shows up and then the medical people try to make you
do something about it.
CL: Corey and Tyrell were on Ancient Aliens – they had so many videos and info about ET ships
and things as more was learned about the blood, they were asked if they would be willing
to take the tests
JS: it can open a door to something we might not want: someone might try to take advantage of
this or forced to take more medical tests. Has been approached by some who were
adament about teeth, bones testing etc – she knows who she is and why she is here – she
didn't want to spend her time doing that!
MR: if people asked her what is your mission, what is your message, how do your abilities
integrate into our world?
JS: she considers herself a bridge – has been sharing messages about Oneness for over 36 years:
her abilities have been enhanced; always been telepathic; good at receiving messages
from animals because a lifeform is a lifeform – telepathy is a natural way to communicate;

• Her abilities in telepathy clairaudience are strong; she came in with clair audience, clair

voyance
• Teaches people on how to communcate with animals and the students can all do it.
• Also teaches about how to communicate with star beings & they get to have a direct
communication with starbeings; she does star family readings too – those skills were
enhanced with her – she can go all the way back to the beginning of the creation of each
one's soul.
• As a hybred, she considers herself as a bridge
• Her Key Message: It's about love and us learning to speak from our heart, our soul and to
develop our consciousness in those ways, and to understand we are all cosmic citizens – all
of us are from the stars, ultimately.
• Uses her abilities for the good – has had them her whole life.
• Speaks Light Language, brings in messages, symbols from the star beings etc to help
people align with their chakra systems – gets much joy from being able to share
• Can bi-locate, travel anywhere with her consciousness – we are in the time of

expanding and growing and evolving in these ways to open those codes to being
fully who we all are.
Contact info:
www.jacquelinsmith.com
[SEE BELOW]
• services for you – this is the area for humans
• also has a practice for animal communication work, behaviour, tracking lost dogs, soul
recovery
Caller:
JS: no, she is not annunaki – was referring to Corey Goode and someone else
• she carries 7 different race frequencies; Annunaki is not one of them
• Tall White Zeta; Zeta hybreds, Arcturian -Zeta hybred; Quavar; Dolphin-like being race; a celestial
race – she talks to different star cultures but these are the basic ones

C: her persective on this: when we talk of different star families, Sirius; Arcturians, Pleaidians –
are there certain star families that are dominant to earth experience?
• We've been feeling strong energies on this planet in terms of uplift of consciousness –
please comment on this?
• Has she any awareness of an AA called Owen?
JS: those connected with earth: the ones we have given names to – eg Arcturians, Sirians • There are a number of races people are aware of – mentions the Mantis beings which are
the oldest culture and they are important to earth at this moment.
• there are key races overseeing the development of earth including the greays, the Zetas,
the ones we are most familiar with yet there are many others who are not named but are frequencies and played a part in
developing earth and placing the grids; naming is a human thing. She feels and knows
them as frequencies and not by names. There are thousands and thousands and thousands
of different star cultures that are very exciting!
• There are more star races around earth at this time; there are more ships inter dimensionally
around the earth: when she looks interdimensionally she sees it's a busy place! Can be
tons of activities due to tons of ships from so many races; she was recently told that some
races are stepping out and higher frequency races are stepping in to help raise the
frequencies of the people – some have bases on mountains or in the earth – these are
beings who are benevolent and are helpful to the earth. She has chosen not to be involved
with those with a different agenda.
• can't answer about AA Owen – can't answer as she has had no experience with him
C: What about the other races that are not part of her experience – why does she choose to
disassociate herself from them – is there some warning or something we should know about?

JS: what she tells those who want to connect with loving kind star beings: when someone starts
to connect with such, you can feel if they are loving and kind, and that is a safe way to

connect. Feel who they are: they always come and bring uplifting messages – not about
control or power or ordering someone around or using them for their own purposes –
• yes, life does go on in other dimensions like on this one – in response to C's comment.
Caller2: has had experiences – all of her experiences have been with incredible amounts of love!
• things happened when she was a child until pre-teens – did JS ever have the sleep paralysis
thing?
JS: she can just feel them before they show up; One night 3-4 starbeings were in her room, and
they explained that they were taking her to the ships to re-calibrate her and to get her realigned and expand her hologram and raise her freqeuncies
C2: remembers as a toddler: thought it was a dream – had same dream over and over: sitting in
the middle of a huge field of flowers of every imaginable colour;
• around 9-10, had an experience of being held down; could see the silhouette of long
fingers and couldn't move or scream; then sleep paralysis things happened: her legs
would be straight in the air and she couldn't get them down even though her muscles were
not tightened up;
• then she saw visions – also talks telepathically to her German Shepherd – tells story
about this
JS: this is the natural state for humans: we by nature have telepathic ability – thinks what
happened is beautiful – what a great experience to have
C2: it was amazing! When outside a tiny baby squirrel came running up to her; she put her hand
down, it jumped into her hand; she held it and it slept for about an hour. How did animals
get here?
JS: Has written 2 books: Animal Communication; Star Origins and Wisdom of Animals
• everyone here is a star being, whether it's plant, animal, human
• DNA from other star systems was implanted, using different templates to create everything
• So many different star cultures doing there work on Earth.

C2: has seen lots of star ships – Cynthia Crawford [JS and Cynthia are close friends!]
• Has been having interesting dreams about intense love; then saw circular star ships – on
the top, the lights go clockwise; on the bottom, they went counter clockwise
JS: it's about balancing the energies – coming into Earth's electro-magnetic atmosphere.
MR: does she do things like classes or workshops on line?
JS: in the Columbus, Ohio area; she teaches classes in person. Is in the midst of upgrading her
website and is in the process of doing some classes to be on line. She had one in the past
to teach people how to communicate with star beings – that kind of communication also
empowers the star beings, too.
CL: Corey Goode also lives in Ohio
JS: The hybreds are strategically placed and a number talk with each other about being spread

out all over the place / the world; will be connecting more via Skype.
• Ohio is an interesting place to live: she is about 1 hour from Serpent Mound, a sacred site –
many star beings come and communicate and interact with those who are there – an
interesting energy: Columbus is considered a metaphysical centre with many things going
on.
CL: Corey Good also talks about PA & having lots of mounds too
MR: Mound State Park is only about 20 miles from MR
T: mounds all over the place; when she went to Serpent Mound could hardly believe the magnetic
energies there; she buried a crystal by a tree and still gets messages from there.
Those are beings here that have been placed strategically.
JS: Huge openings are happening interdimensionally in huge ways; there is a coming together of
the various dimension and we are returing to the Oneness –
• when driving down the street, she can see several dimensions and sometimes she sees
the beings in another dimension, and they say to humans “We are here!” even though
people keep asking when are they coming. We are just in a higher frequency which is why

you don't see us – they showed themselves to her so she would get the message.
• She had 6 mantis beings in her house: they were interdimensional but pretty close to
being fully physical & they said they were able to do that as the energies are allowing this.
They gave her symbols which are a way to show people – so much opening now that one
person cannot keep track of it all.
T: so many things showing up now: new plants, herbs, discoveries, etc – people going under the
Rocky Mountains into caves - so much stuff is opening up – T & R so done with the
political stuff!
JS: so are so many folks! So exciting to hear all the discoveries going on and how the pieces fit
together
T: Cathy read something about AA Gabriel – got the idea that something so huge was coming
very imminently that would cancel everything on the news; for people who are not
convinced about what is happening, it could be quite jarring. Yet enormously positive for
the planet
JS: She's not aware of just one thing going on: there are multiple things going on – it's all in
divine order! Kind of like dominoes – she sees things continuing, and some really big
things this year opening in a big way
• Finding more people remembering their experiences on star ships, who they are
connected to – she sees this as the core of ascension.
• Everyone needs to remember who they are; that we are all cosmic citizens, not
earthlings; that we are not the bodies - we are beautiful, magnificent souls and we
have so many more potentials than we have tapped into
• More of us are tapping into those potentials and becoming more of who we really are!

MR: we have JS here because of Frank Chile – so many of the things Frank talks about are part of
what has happened to all of us and how we all got connected.
JS: has had a whole lifetime of such experiences; has been on a mother ship, discussing earth
situations
CONTACT INFORMATION
http://www.jacquelinsmith.com/

E-mail:

jacquelinsmith@jacquelinsmith.com

Star Origins and Wisdom of Animals: Talks with Animal Souls

Sept 2 2010

Animal Communication: Our Sacred Connection
Apr 2 2015

by Jacquelin Smith

MR: an idea of range of costs
JS: all are listed on the website
CL: appreciates hearing JS' experiences: another good Frank connection!
JS: thanks for being part of the show, for the good questions and discussion
MR: Tells her thanks; invites her to connect with us any time!
Next Week: Judy Beebe – go to www.judybeebe.com/stargate – a website just for this group!!!
Sunday, Ap 3 – at 9pm, EST a documentary on PBS:
• her grandson was the photographer on this show: spent all of November in the Middle East
• This will be the first showing on TV; Premiere at Lincoln Centre last week
• National Geographic Network – channel 186 on DISH

INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2014-09-17 PuppetGate
By Preston James, Ph.D

PuppetGate
… by *Lon Gibby, Edited by Preston James

Puppet gate
Foreword
Recently a quite detailed snapshot into how the USG functions in secret has emerged incidental to
the efforts of **Ambassador Lee Wanta to gain access to Trillions of Dollars which have been
confirmed to be his personal property. This Xray view into the inner workings of the Secret
Shadow Government occurred in response to the efforts of Ambassador Lee Wanta to collect the
Trillions of US Dollars that were awarded to him by a Federal Court.
The following conversation was left on Lee Wanta’s Washington DC Embassy answering machine
on September 1, 2014 Labor Day. According to Lee Wanta this conversation was between between
Former Tennessee Governor Don Sundquist and former South Dakota State Senator Sheldon R.
Songstad.(1) Apparently these two men had tried to make a conference call to Lee Wanta and

when he didn’t answer, they kept talking. This conversation apparently provides a snapshot or
Xray into the way that the USG is really run at this time.
Listen Here
The vast 27 Trillion USD amount of money that Lee Wanta earned honestly engaging in major
international currency speculation as President Ronald Reagan’s Secret Agent under the Totten
Doctrine was part of a well developed plan to end the Cold War peacefully with a win/win solution,
and then to revitalize and re-industrialize America. This dynamic plan was was jointly developed
between President Reagan and Lee Wanta.
Ambassador Wanta’s first part of his mission as assigned by President Reagan was to bring an end
to the Cold War by destabilizing the Soviet Union’s monetary system, while at the same time
offering them a win/win solution that was too good to refuse, which they actually did accept. The
second part of the plan was to Revitalize and Re-industrialize America, starting with the
construction of a coast to coast High Speed Mag Lev Railroad.
History will show that the the Soviet leaders accepted Ambassador Wanta’s
proposal and signed an historic General Agreement of Cooperation between
the newly formed Russian Federation and the United States of America which
is still binding even today.
This was a major historic breakthrough that was kept secret from the public
at large until just recently. This General Agreement of Cooperation is
historically notable because it ended the Cold War with an economic win/win
situation and resulted in the Wall (“Iron Curtain”) coming down which had
separated East and west Berlin, East and West Germany, and other Soviet
Satellite countries from the free nations of the West.
What has never been public information until lately is that these efforts of Ambassador Wanta
have been credited for the end of the Cold War while preventing what seemed to be an almost
imminent nuclear WW3 between Soviet Russia and the United States of America. This was a major
historical achievement for the United States that Lee Wanta attained and if a Criminal Cabal had
not blocked efforts by Lee Wanta to access money which was rightfully his, America would likely
have never entered the numerous dysfunctional Mid East Wars and experienced such serious
economic declines, especially the recession of 2008 and the lack of real recovery afterwards.
The remaining part of the story of what Lee Wanta accomplished attaining the
General Agreement of Cooperation with the Soviet Union and its successor,
the Russian Federation, which was so secret that it was kept from the public
until recently. That major secret is that Ambassador Wanta made a
staggeringly large, almost unimaginable profit from his currency speculation
which actually totaled 27+ Trillion US dollars.
This amazing accomplishment has resulted in Lee Wanta being given the nickname “The 27 Trillion
Dollar Man” by other insiders that knew what he had accomplished. The rest of the story which
needs to be told to all Americans is that Lee Wanta and President Reagan had developed a very
dynamic, ingenious plan to Revitalize and Industrialize America and also to Nationalize the Federal
Reserve System, thereby removing all existing deficits and replacing a FIAT debt-based monetary
production and distribution system with a currency backed by Gold, Silver, precious metals and
valuable commodities.

Ambassador Wanta has reported in several recent interviews that he has planned all along to use
the Trillions he earned and which has actually now been adjudicated as his own personal money
by a Federal Court, to build a large state of the art 200 MPH+ coast to coast High Speed Maglev
Railroad, and to pay off the so-called National Debt.
The construction of this Maglev Railroad would immediately result in two
million good paying job opportunities, many benefits for American Soldiers
and their families and for American Veterans. It would bring heavy steel back
to America and a great deal of heavy industry and manufacturing, ending the
net loss of American jobs.
The following story is written by Ambassador Wanta’s Television, Film and Communications
Consultant producer Lon Gibby, who was a witness to this recent snapshot or x-Ray view into how
the our US Government is controlled by insiders and not by “We the People”, nor those who are
supposed to represent us. Lon Gibby is presently producing a very dynamic movie that tells the
story on the 27-Million Dollar man, Lee Wanta.
More on this in later Veterans Today articles. You can bet this new movie “Eagle One to Wanta”
will be a very interesting and revealing movie that will give every American new hope of a new
America filled with plenty of good paying job opportunities and high tech American Industry, once
again leading the world.
Anyone who wants to learn specifics about Lee Wanta and his plan to revitalize and re-industrialize
America can read the enclosed articles.(2)
–Preston James

PuppetGate … by Lon Gibby, CEO Gibby Media Group, Inc.
Here is the explanation of PuppetGate, how I came upon it, and why I named it this. I
have been working on a new documentary film entitled “Eagle One to Wanta”. It is the
compelling story about President Reagan, and how he brought about the fall of the
Soviet Union and ended the Cold War without firing a shot.
President Reagan and his secret agent Ambassador Lee Emil Wanta masterminded a creative way
to financially take down the economy of the Soviet Union ( Evil Empire), and put together and
negotiated a General Agreement of Cooperation with Secretary General Mikhail Gorbachev. As a
result, the Russian Federation was born, and future generations throughout the entire world have
enjoyed more safety from a nuclear holocaust because of this effort.
Working directly under President Reagan as a private citizen, there is a man
named Ambassador Lee Wanta. Lee was mandated by President Reagan under
the Totten Doctrine as a secret agent to be in charge of this effort.
In this process, Lee Wanta did amass trillions of dollars that were designated
to go back to the American people by President Reagan. In his effort to carry
out his mandate, Lee Wanta was imprisoned and the monetary funds that
were his to distribute as planned were stolen or converted illegally by an
organization known as the Federal Reserve System and used by them to this
day.

Later in 2006, a US District Court Judge mandated and ordered that these
converted funds be returned back to Lee with interest accruals. It’s hard to
understand why, after eight years since this order was given by a US Judge,
these funds are still retained.
When Lee Wanta receives his funds back it will be in the amount of 32.8 Trillion Dollars. He
promised under an oath to President Reagan, after he paid his repatriation taxes on this money
that he earned as Director General in his Austrian-based company, to eliminate overnight our
national debt ( Approximately 18 Trillion), and our 1.8 Trillion International trade deficit at once.
Lee Wanta also pledged to pay certain sovereign nations what they were promised in the ReaganMitterrand protocols. This includes the French, Chinese, English and Russian Governments, where
billions were promised. With the remaining funds left over, he plans to and develop and create
new innovative businesses that could employ over 2 million people in the USA alone.
About the Figure above:
The Hand: Who and what is the Federal Reserve System, sometimes called the FED? It’s not a
bank, like so many of our citizens are led to believe. The word FED means nothing when applied
to this organization. Here is what I learned as a documentarian, filmmaker and simple small
business owner. I learned that the Federal Reserve System is not a Bank, and it is not a part of
our Government. It is not Federal in any way, yet it somehow has control over National and the
World’s financial resources, and impacts every American and person on the planet. Just because it
uses the name Federal does not make it Federal.
Federal Express was a brilliant marketing scheme which was successfully
used to develop a brand. Many people believed, and still do, that Federal
Express or FedEx was and is a Federal organization. Its not! At least FedEx is
a real business, whereas the Federal Reserve System is not a legitimate
business or Bank. The Federal Reserve System is a powerful private
organization operating well outside the United States’ Constitution. It has its
roots way back to 1913 when Congress lawlessly approved the Federal
Reserve Act that allowed a private group of families, gangs and wealthy
people the right to control the banking industry exclusively.
With a little research anyone can find out that some of the people who run the Federal Reserve
System are not even Americans and represent foreign interests. Besides setting interest rates and
controlling all the banks’ money, the private club called the Federal Reserve System literally
controls almost all aspects of our Government on Federal State and County levels, and seeks to
manipulate and control the world financial markets as well. The PuppetGate illustration will help
you visualize how they control us with their five fingers.
Just like a Puppet Master controls a Marionette, or a Ventriloquist can speak for others, they have
learned how to control and manipulate each key area of our Government and American society. I
have learned that the Federal Reserve System operates with a team of what they call themselves
— Puppet Master. These are people who are trained and skilled at payola, manipulation, bribery,
blackmail and extortion.
This secret combination is most powerful, and they have support from all
political parties and from well-known and respected Politicians from all
parties, both past and present. No one likes to talk about them because they
wield such power that even Presidents obey their commands. We have all

heard and understand the saying. “Those that has the gold rules”.
They have the gold and they do rule. As history will prove, they have ruled in a selfish and brutal
way, with little regard for our Citizens and the Constitution of our land. The problem is, in the case
of Lee Wanta, they don’t own his gold and funds, but they have illegally taken and used his
resources to sell trillions of dollars in worthless Federal Trade Notes and derivatives, and continue
their illegal campaign of puppetry on the Citizens of the United States. Remember that the Lee
Wanta money was never theirs to use in the first place.
The Wanta funds were mandated by President Reagan to go towards our
wiping out our national debt, to improve our lives and were to be used as
outlined above. Finally, understand that the massive Reserve bubble is about
to burst because they do not have the resources or reserve to back up what
some are calling the mother of all Ponzi schemes.
The only hope they have is to create a destabilized world by starting more wars by meddling in
the affairs of other countries. Since 1913, War has been an essential part of the growth of the
Federal Reserve System. Who finances and makes lots of money on wars? They do. Who suffers
from the effects of war? The people. Today I believe we are seeing a desperate effort by those
same puppet masters to destabilize the world and create more war. That is the pattern they have
followed since 1913. It’s what history teaches us. I hope and pray we can learn from history and
make the necessary changes on behalf of our people and all the future generations yet unborn.
We should eliminate this unconstitutional organization that controls our lives and operates to
control people and feed its own vain ambitions.
PuppetGate represents the analogy and parable of how I visualize the way
our Government is currently operating. Remember “they that controls the
gold rules” and that is the Federal Reserve System, Supreme Puppet Master,
the big hand.
The Thumb: The Thumb represents the Banks and the strings attached to the entire banking
industry. Under the Banking thumb is big corporations and small businesses who get very little
support (stimulus and loans), credit bureaus and Real Estate, which all require the blessings of
banks. Way down the string below another puppet master is the typical hard-working American
and small businesses owners.
As we all know, the thumb and the index finger are very strong and powerful when they operate
synchronized together. The Federal Reserve hand or the supreme puppet master can and does
manipulate in many ways all the banking industry, including interest rates, inflation, etc.
The Index finger: This represents the Presidency White House. Notice the Presidency has a
longer string than other fingers and has more strings to control under it. The NSA and CIA all take
orders from the President and his Cabinet. Strings to funding State Governments can be pulled at
any time if they are not following in line. Remember, there are strings attached at every level. The
Industrial Military Complex is under the index finger as well, and must strive to maintain its
funding levels, and needs instability in the world to feed it.
The Treasury also answers to the President. It would be nice to know how much real gold we
really have to back up our dollar? No one seems to know? Yes the index finger or Presidency has
strings attached to the judicial arm of the Government. Remember who appoints our Supreme
Court Justices. The Judicial side of our Government, as we all know now, is not exempt from

bribery, cronyism, and blackmail, just like all the other parts of our Government under the hand of
the Federal Reserve System.
The middle finger: The middle finger controls the Congress, and as you can see the string is
very short. There is not much room to move. Sometimes congress is like a yo-yo going up and
down on the string. The more Congress is divided and contentious, the better for the Supreme
Puppet Master. All political parties are manipulated by the fact that elections and pork barrel bills
are all funded ultimately by the supreme puppet master Federal Reserve System, regardless of
the source.
The hand influences and heavily controls who will stay in Congress for life,
and who must leave after short terms. Congress has lobbyist and political
parties underneath them on a string. Unfortunately, that’s about all it has
going for it, besides the voters, who are also sometimes used as puppets to
win elections. Most people agree today that Elections are won on the amount
of money spent and creative marketing and branding ploys that influence
voters. Money for this and how it is spent is controlled by the hand, Supreme
puppet master, Federal Reserve.
In Congress we see examples almost every day of how deeply divided they are. I feel they should
be assigned seats like in high school to sit with each other and not in a big divided group. On TV it
emphasis just how divided is our country when you see a whole block stand up and one sitting
down. They do not seem to be able to agree on much of anything and waste precious resources, a
lot of times over pride and stubbornness.
Many elected officials do not show up (unless it is the state of the Union speech) to listen to the
arguments and discussions, and often simply vote as they are told by the Puppet master above
them. Having a Congress that is dysfunctional means that more Constitutional power is being
relinquished over to the index finger President.
Congress is commissioned to pass laws to help our people — and thank goodness — occasionally
they do succeed, despite the polarization. But the fact is, most often those who have the most
money behind them will win. Congress is often times hypocritical, routinely breaking their own
laws that they have passed. This sets a bad example for the public and again, gives the hand
more control over us.
The Ring finger: The ring finger with its gold ring band represents the finger that controls Wall
Street. Lately, Wall street has been approaching record levels, giving a false appearance that the
economy is growing. It’s like a movie set that has a great facade of buildings on the street . When
you walk behind the set, you see it is propped up. The Wall Street facade and bubble will
eventually burst, as it always does. Who will lose the most money when this occurs?
Who is making money now off of Wall Street as the bubble grows? Certainly not many middle or
lower class Fellow Americans are making much investment money, since their spendable income is
at an all time low. It appears an elite group is benefiting from Wall Street the way it is structured
and controlled by the hand. That will be the subject of another article later.
The smallest finger: The small finger on the hand, the pinky, controls the news media and
press. The Free Press is not free with a string attached. Today’s media strings that are attached
would be massive advertising contracts from both parties and plenty of money on the table to
make sure some of the real news is suppressed. The conditions that allow a Free Press to function

are not currently working as they should.
There are some news outlets trying hard to report the truth but some of them
are easily silenced with money, payola, bribes and threats that are real. The
public, instead of having a watchdog, has a hamster to guard against the
corruption and selfish interests of the hand. The hand basically controls the
Free Press in today’s world. I believe even social media is manipulated by
experts in technology who have been paid well for their work, disruption,
spam and hacking. Election time is like winning the lottery for the Press and
News Media.
The entertainment industry loves it too, and benefits as well. The more contention and
polarization between candidates, the better. This distracts from the mission of the hand. No
campaign spending limits makes it a win–win for all elite media regardless of who wins and how it
impacts our country. There are a few bold organizations trying hard to report the truth, but they
all dangle from a very fine thread if they do not agree to be manipulated by the hand.
Evidence: Evidence of PuppetGate can be found everywhere in our country and overseas. I
believe this system of control is so commonplace that it is at all levels of government and big
business. It has become the normal way to conduct business. Just one example is a recent
accidental message left on a phone call to Lee Wanta.
A former State Governor and former State Representative discussed how they expected to receive
personal funds in upwards of 10 Billion dollars when Lee receives his funds back.(3) The
conversation goes on to plan a strategy to threaten and intimidate Ambassador Lee Wanta if he
does not give in. This conversation was published on the Veterans Today News site on
www.youtube.com, and the attachment can be listened to. The actual conversation is only about
six minutes long, but says a lot about PuppetGate in general as to how things really work inside
the Beltway.
Good News: The good news is that for a sore or boil to heal, sometimes the best thing that can
happen is that it is drained or lanced. In order for a healing to take place and for us to get back to
the pre-1913 Constitution, we need to remove the Federal Reserve System now. We need to make
sure Lee Wanta has his funds returned, as ordered by a US District Court Judge. I believe he will
do what’s right with these funds as outlined, and he will follow the leadership and direction given
him by President Reagan.
We have a wonderful people in America who care about our future and will
vote properly if given a good choice. Let’s encourage more qualified people
from all colors and walks of life to run for office and to step up to lead. By the
way, they all do not have to be attorneys at law. When anyone runs for office,
they need to be oriented properly to what is the right way to function. We
need to work hard to elect good strong Americans to office and expect them
to maintain a higher bar than what we see now.
If you look closely at the PuppetGate diagram, you will see that our military is not dangling below
the fingers or the Hand. Yes, there is a Military Industrial Complex under the President. That is the
big money and big business part of the military system. But our operational military is wellequipped and is made up of mostly honorable men and women sworn to protect us and our
Constitution from our enemies, both domestic and foreign.
I believe the leadership of the Military is basically strong and capable of helping to resolve any

issues we now face, if required. Fortunately, we do have a number of outstanding State
Governments that are setting great examples of fiscal responsibility, which the real Federal
Government should learn and model themselves after, forevermore. Everyone knows what a gate
is since the 1970’s.
By adding “Puppet” to the word “gate” to get “PuppetGate”, we get a simple
visual explanation of how things operate today in America. This is not Howdy
Doody time with Clarabell the Clown or the Wizard of Oz. There are Strings
attached, Kickbacks, Bribery, Blackmail, Greenmail, Extortion, Payola and real
criminal activity. It’s now more commonplace in politics than at any other
time in our history. It’s at the top, all the way down to the bottom.
Let’s change it back to so that the Hand is “ by the people and for the people”, and let’s work and
get back to the precious freedoms and liberty our constitution provides for. I’m just a small
business owner, middle class family man, documentary TV and film producer who is willing to
share his opinion and thoughts.
I Love our Country just like most Americans. A website is available that has the recent Biography
on Lee Wanta’s life available to read and hundreds of links to documents to back up these issues
with the Federal Reserve.(4)
*Lon Gibby
Here is a Snapshot or Xray into the Secret Shadow Government run by the folks that call
themselves the Puppetmasters:
YouTube - Veterans Today
References:
(1) http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/09/18/ex-us-officials-demanded-a-30-billion-dollar-bribe/
(2) http://www.veteranstoday.com/2013/12/28/high-speed-rail/
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/01/05/the-wanta-reconstructing-america-plan/
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2013/11/10/was-ronald-reagan-the-last-duly-elected-president/
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/04/21/lee-wanta-american-hero/
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/05/08/documents-emerge-vindicating-ambassador-wanta/
(3) http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2014/09/senator-songstad-and-governor-sundquist-caught-ontape-planning-murder-3023332.html
(4) http://wantarevelations.com/

*Lon Gibby, CEO of Gibby Media Group, Inc.
**Lee Wanta was a former Presidential Secret Agent under the Totten Doctrine [92 U.S. 105, 107
(1875), National Security Decision – Directive Number 166, dated March 27, 1985, inter alia]
under U.S. President Ronald W. Reagan, whom some experts consider to be our last legally and
duly elected President. Ambassador Wanta served – under Presidential Mandate – as a close
personal consultant to President Reagan and was credited with having a major role engineering an
end to the Soviet Union Cold War and the “tearing down of the Iron Curtain”.
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/09/17/puppetgate/\

2016-02-18 Archangel Gabriel~ Disclosure Announcement
Toluene Life Experience

by Christine Preston

CHRISTINE: After a long conversation with Archeia Faith this morning, following an even longer
period of silent prayers to our Heavenly Father for the descent of the consciousness of the Elohim,
the Archangels, Helios and Vesta, the Ascended Masters including Saint Germain and Lord Jesus
the Christ, and for the Solar Ring to bind us all in the purity of Christ consciousness, as a platform
for the Tube of Light, Archangel Gabriel spoke to me. He said he was coming with an
Announcement before going away to carry out a task, or assignment. At first I thought it was
Archangel Michael as he often mentions he gets busy with some activities at sun rise. I wondered
why he was telling me that he was going away, but I first asked if it was him. The answer was that
I was being visited by Archangel Gabriel. He spoke with a pause at regular intervals, and thanked
me for mentioning the fact in the story regarding why Archangel Michael fashioned his sword of
blue flame that Archangels, Kumaras, and Dhyanis, whose nature was androgynous, assumed
bodies when the Earth was still being terra-formed for physicality, and then they and their divine
complements kept their chosen polarities. This story should be available soon. He said:
ARCHANGEL GABRIEL: I come as the Archangel who makes announcements and delivers news.
I come to announce that you are approaching a turn of Events that will be acute as a result of a
truth being exposed in the media that will shake the world to its core. It will not be DISCLOSURE
as the lightworkers hoped it would happen, but something of a critical nature. The magnitude and
consequences of the revelations will be so enormous it will make people feel sick as if they had
been punched in the belly. This has already been announced as a peak in disclosure to take place
in March to April 2016. However, this peak will not be in the sense of a crest as if disclosure could
not go any further, but in the sense that a climax of conditions, that has been in preparation, will
hit its highest point, with the result that this disclosure, accompanied of sensationalism, will take
place. It will cause alarm and outrage. Attention will be drawn to the enormity of the conspiracy
that has been going on and will cause the world to awaken. At the same time this event will be
like a blast that will kick-start the world into a proper phase of disclosure. It will be fireworks.
Behind the scene of the mainstream media, on the internet, there is a movement and atmosphere
of agitation with predictions in relation to the collapse of the dollar, the economy and financial
system. There is a war in the media with cross fires of information and disinformation. Analysts
and academics, as well as representatives of governments and large organizations, are called to
the rescue for an opinion on the perception of Reality of those agencies which do not carry out a
duty of information any more but seem to disseminate propaganda in the service of the dark
forces because they cause divisions, confusion, and fuel the blame game of false flag attacks. A
force is still attempting to trick the nations to unleash an apocalyptic World War III but is deluded.
When you hear a politician whose views are based on common sense it is a relief – when the rest
of the world seems to have gone insane with the same old deception and outdated stories which
cover-up the machinations of the secret agenda of control.
But I have only tried to present to you a picture of the underlying situation. It is brewing to a
boiling point, to a point of outburst that will bring about the Event that I am announcing. I have
not mentioned a name to reveal who, at the top of the pyramid of great deceit, is going to be
stripped of his credibility. I have sent a mental image of who it is to the emissary of this message.
This is going to bring great turmoil in the political affairs but will be followed by a great renewal in
relation to that mechanism in which those who preside over the people, in a certain nation in

particular, are being replaced.
This turn of events will be deserved by those who have betrayed the trust of a Nation that was to
be an example of democracy with a Constitution inspired by Saint Germain, and so dear to his
heart. The time has arrived when there can no longer be any secret machinations and conspiracies
of wars for economic gain and wealth that ends in the pockets of a few. They are those that are
being removed. The decree has been passed that they must be rounded up, or else the Earth
Herself will not ascend. They turned against the people whom they were supposed to lead and
serve. They made slaves of the them in every way, and impoverished them, depriving them of
their homes, and poisoned them with chemical trails while diverting monies for the secret escape
they planned to the Stars, of their Alternative projects, which they found could not be realised
because of the blockade that the Blue Avians and their Sphere Alliance have enforced around
Earth and the Solar System. This is a large, but yet incomplete, picture of the scenario of reality
that is a prelude to the grand and terrible blow about to happen. A Damocles Sword has been
hanging over the head of these fallen ones, particularly since last year, 2015, as the year of
enlightenment is upon you. Heaven has decreed ‘Enough is enough’. Now is the beginning of that
Phase of Enlightenment that starts with a shaking up of the world. I am blowing my trumpet to
announce to the world it is time to step upon that Path of the resurrection of civilization, of
healing those wounds of an atrocious past, and of liberation from a deception that caused
beautiful angels to be inhibited by the shackles of their own creation. They could only be
delivered from this captivity by spiritual tools, such as those provided by Archangel Michael’s and
Mighty Astrea’s circles and swords of Blue Flame.
Mankind must be freed from its misconceptions, its mind set, and place its feet upon the path of
enlightenment to recreate a civilization that will be represented in the Galactic Federation of Light.
A new Gaia and golden age will then be recreated. We are all working together in unison, in a
sacred relationship, to achieve this goal. Be vigilant as the astral forces of darkness, though in
disarray, present a greater danger at this time, just as does a wounded beast. They are still
attempting to attack the light in the light workers. It is best to ask for a reinforcement of your
protection. Avoid getting extremely overworked and tired, or spending long periods of time using
your intellectual capacities in front of computers, as it can result with a lowering of your vibration.
You may know what I mean because if you then enter into meditation, prayer, or spiritual practice,
in the love and peace of your Divine Self, or in communication with the Masters and Archangels,
you will notice the difference. You should feel uplifted, as if you have literally been pulled up by
balloons, upon the ladder of the dimensional consciousness. Do not be concerned about the
process of receiving information if a subject is disturbing as information is Light and you can
process any knowledge into light. With Archangel Michael and other great beings of Light at your
side, there is no fear, and you are being protected.
I am now parting to attend to my duties to further bring Heaven, as the Divine Will, upon Earth,
instructing, teaching bringing more Light to the hearts of the people to lift the world, and I send
you love on the wings of the words of my announcement.
Archangel Gabriel.
https://galacticfederationoflight.wordpress.com/2016/02/18/archangel-gabriel-disclosureannouncement/
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Jacquelin
Jacquelin Smith holds a B.A., and is a Certified Hypnosis Practitioner, Animal Communicator,
Psychic, Healer, and Metaphysical teacher. She has always been psychic and enjoys sharing her
talents and skills with others in a way so that the person and/or animal feels empowered with any
type of session.
Since early childhood, Jacquelin has been communicating telepathically with animals, ETs, light
beings, angels and interdimensional beings, and nature spirits. She is able to travel, through her
consciousness, to other star systems and universes and remembers what she is shown.
Animal Communicator
Jacquelin is known internationally as a leader in the field of telepathic communication with
animals. She has been offering her services professionally as an animal communicator since 1979.
Jacquelin has done thousands of consultations with people worldwide about their animal
companions.
Jacquelin combines telepathic communication with traditional and holistic methods and offers
practical ways to help resolve a wide variety of issues. This includes behavior, emotional, physical,
spiritual issues, tracking lost animals, life after death messages, as well as understanding insights
into an animal’s spiritual mission. Click on Consultations to read more about the many services
Jacquelin offers. She also offers consultations to people about their animal friend’s star origins as
well as their own.
Certified Hypnosis Practitioner
Contactee
As a Certified Hypnotist and lifelong Contactee, Jacquelin assists Contactees with various issues as
well as assisting them with those issues that come up in their lives due to contact experiences.
These experiences can involve OBEs, dreams, seeing a starship, telepathic contact, and direct
contact – whether that be in their home, in another place or on a starship, or in any other way in
which contact has occurred. She also assists people with doing other life time exploration. She
was trained in other life- time exploration by Dr. William Baldwin. Jacquelin also assists those who
have had hybrid children. It’s an experience which can bring up many emotions.
Since Jacquelin is a Contactee, she understands how “contact” can be a blessing as well as create

difficulties for someone. She has also experienced an NDE, as well as Shamanic initiations and
Kundalini Awakenings. She assists people with a wide variety of issues.
Click on Services For You, to view Jacquelin's services.
Psychic & Light Worker
Jacquelin has offered her services to people as a psychic, Tarot reader, spiritual teacher, and
interdimensional guide for over twenty-five years. She has studied Shamanic Arts and does Soul
recovery work with humans as well as animals.
She offers a wide variety of services which include: Psychic Readings, Soul Recovery, Healing,
Energy Clearing, Spiritual Awakening Guidance, Tarot Readings, Discovering Your Power Animals,
Star Origin Readings and more.
Workshops/Talks
Books, CDs, DVDs
Apprenticeship Programs
Jacquelin teaches workshops on telepathic communication with animals and ETs, as well as other
workshops. She speaks at many conferences about Animal Communication, ETs. and
interdimensional beings, as well as Earth Shifts. Click on Upcoming Workshops to view Jacquelin's
workshops.
Her work continues to receive media coverage through radio shows, internet interviews, and
television talk shows. Click on Books & DVDs to view her books, Animal Communication-Our
Sacred Connection, and Star Origins and Wisdom of Animals.
Click on Apprenticeship to read over Jacquelin’s Apprenticeship Programs.

Send e-mail to jacquelinsmith@jacquelinsmith.com -http://www.jacquelinsmith.com/

(614) 436-8831

